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Quinta do Moinho 2000 
CSPC# 789264  750mlx6   13.0% alc./vol.   
 

Grape Variety 100% Baga 
Winemaker Luis & Filipa Pato 

Vineyards 'Pan' and 'Barrosa' are two different soil-based single vineyard expressions of Baga-the 
former relatively feminine, the latter more Bordeaux-masculine. Both age wonderfully ... 
'Pan' is from youthful 20 y.o. chalky, clay soils. 

Fermentation/ 
Maturation 

Wine exclusively produced from Baga grapes with green harvest at the beginning of 
August. 

 Fermented for 2 weeks in stainless steel vats under temperature control. 
 Matured for 12 months in new and used Allier oak casks. 

Tasting Notes Dark purple in colour, with a royal purple fringe. Red currents, light game, pepper, and 
spice, minerally and earthy. In the mouth the wine is very refined, but powerful. Great 
balance and structure, you can see the potential for this to age, but it’s great drinking 
now. On the palate it’s full of mulberry, mocha coffee, with a slight raisin character. The 
lighter wine of the two but different and exotic.  

Serve with To be dished up with gamey meats, and when exceeds 10 years of age, with a good 
sheep cured cheese. 

Cellaring A Burgundian style wine with good acidity. Drink 2005-2029 
Scores/Awards 16.5 points - Julia Harding, JancisRobinson.com - August 7, 2015 

92 points - Mark Squires, Wine Advocate #227 - October 28, 2016 
88 points - Stephen Tanzer, Vinous - May/June 2002 (score only) 

Reviews “Greyish garnet with soft rim. Complex developed aromas of undergrowth and leather 
and a bit bloody too but there is still some of Baga’s sweet red fruit aroma showing and 
almost something in the floral spectrum – maybe tobacco. More bloody with air. On the 
palate, real energy and freshness – and small-berried red fruits - the tannins relatively 
compact but smoothed. Long and surprisingly rich, the richness balanced by the acidity. 
Knowing Luis Pato’s Baga wines, this will probably age a lot longer. On the second day, 
this wine actually seemed younger than when I first tasted it.” 
- JH, JancisRobinson.com 
 
“The 2000 Tinto Quinta do Moinho is one of the oldies this issue (in the Beiras regional 
appellation). This is mostly fresh, but it lacks the definition and focus of the recently seen 
(and completely brilliant) 2001. It compensates, though, with very fine concentration, 
giving this a very lush and rich feel for an older Baga. It fills the mouth. The 2000 and 
2001 vintages often produce these differences--they both reflect their vintage styles. Still 
relatively youthful, this can hang on for at least another decade, maybe much more, but 
let's take this in stages.” 
- MS, Wine Advocate 

 

 


